Searching for information:

The overlays have to be checked to be able to search the associated data. After checking the overlays, push the "Update map" button. After the map refreshes, the "Search" button will appear. Press here to start a search.
Search here if you know the owner's name, a property address or a parcel number.

Search here if you want to find every parcel within a certain distance of your subject parcel.

Database Search
Zoom to a location on the map using information from the map's database.

Radial Search
View locations within a specified distance of a location chosen from the map's database or selected from the map.
Choose, Benzie County Parcels, then,
Parcel number (include dashes).
Owners name (enter Jim and you will get all the
owners where Jim appears in the name).
Property Address (enter either street number and
name or number or street name, all or part, all
matches will be displayed).
Enter search info here.

When searching by parcel number exclude the
county number (10-). In Lake Twp include the
second 10-.
When there are multiple parcels displayed select the one you are interested in and push the "Submit Search" button.
When the parcel has been retrieved, it will be accented with yellow. Select the info tool and press on the dot in the center to examine the attached data. The info tool will work on any parcel, not just the identified one.
Inland Township, Benzie Co.
If you have Questions or find Incorrect Information Send an Email

Property Number: 08-015-004-22
(2009 Assessment Year)

Property Names/Address Information
Property Street Number: 1627
Property Street Name: SLEEPY HOLLOW LANE (PVT)
Unit or Apartment #: P
Property Street Name (complete): 1627 SLEEPY HOLLOW LANE (PVT)
Property Address City: INTERLOCHEN
Property Address State: MI
Property Address Zip Code: 49643
Owner's Name: LARDIE, SEAN E.
Owner's Name 2nd Line: LARDIE, HEATHER A.
Owner Address Care Of: LARDIE, SEAN E.
Owner Street Address: 1627 SLEEPY HOLLOW LANE
Owner City: INTERLOCHEN
Owner State: MI
Owner Zip Code: 49643
Taxpayer's Name:
Taxpayer's Care Of:
Taxpayer's Street Address:
Taxpayer's City:
Taxpayer's State:
Taxpayer's Zip Code:

Property Values Information
Record Status: A
Current School District: 10015
Current Property Class: 401
Current PRE %: 100
Current PRE * Taxable: $69689
Qualified Ag/Frst/MBT: 0
Adjacent Flag: N
Current MBOR Assessed: $71200
Current MBOR SEV: $71200
Current MBOR Capped: $69689
Current MBOR Taxable: $69689
Current MBOR Transfer %: 0
Current MBOR PRE %: 100
Previous MBOR SEV: $71200
Previous MBOR Taxable: $69689
Previous MBOR Transfer %: 0
Previous MBOR PRE %: 100
Property Sale Information (gathered through Assessing and Equalization Department records)

Property Description
COM N 1/4 SEC 15 N 87 DEG 02'W ALG C/L US31 494.85 FT S 1 DEG 30'32"W 1871.85
FT TO POB S 1 DEG 30'32"W 264.92 FT N 87 DEG 22'49"W 413.19 FT N 1 DEG 31'56"E
264.91 FT S 87 DEG 52'51"E 193.09 FT TO POB SUBJ TO ESMNT
SEC 15 T26N R13W 2.51 A M/L SRVY PRCL "2-C"
SPLIT FROM 015-004-20 FOR 1999 PER OWNER REQUEST LDA 12/98
P.A. 1627 SLEEPY HOLLOW LANE
[[07/96 361/1173 WD; 08/01 398/899 LC; 08/04 2004R/02110 WD; 06/05 BP;]
Enter the distance around the search parcel.
Select Parcel Number, Owner Name or Property Address.
Enter text to search for.

Radial Search is similar to the Database Search, except you are prompted for a distance around the subject property to include in the selection.

Search returns a mailing list of the surrounding parcels and highlights the subject in orange and the selected parcels in yellow.